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Background to this pilot study
• Aim: improved understanding and better routes to energy transition for the
poorest who live beyond current infrastructure networks and services
• Comparative pilot studies: Nigeria, South Sudan, Nepal, Bangladesh
• Poorest people in Peri-Urban neighbourhoods of capital city
• Nigeria – 2 contrasting PU sites in Abuja:
• IDP Durumi
[NE Nigeria migrants fleeing Boko Haram insurgency, 2013-]
• Kabusa
[Mixed ethnicity; many Gbagyi indigenes + other long-term residents]

• Methodology: in-depth interviews, life histories, focus groups
• Country Consultative Group for planning/debate/dissemination:
communities + government [energy, transport, health, environment etc.] +
private sector + NGOs

Site 1: IDP Durumi
‘We are looking for help from the government. We
belong to them, we are IDPs, we depend on them now.
They are to help us and we in return [will] help our wives
and send our children to school….’ [man 40s, focus
group]

Lived energy experiences among women in IDP
Durumi camp: Cooking
• Charcoal dominates – costly, so only purchase daily in tiny quantities
• Firewood - mostly used by commercial food sellers who need large quantities
Cheap if collect personally – but a source of conflict with Gbagyi tree owners:
‘They sometimes fight with the Gbagyi people’ [woman, 23y]

• Kerosene easiest, but too costly for most – only wives of motor-cycle taxi drivers can afford
often
• Energy storage and cooking facilities are key issues for IDP women
• Migrant savannah women unused to lengthy/unreliable pattern of rains in Abuja
• Storage [to avoid theft] difficult - limited house space + leaking roofs
• IDP Women’s distress when can’t provide hot food for their families – feelings of
uselessness when no income, no occupation, no kitchen, no fuel!

Coping with the rain and no kitchen
‘My house [in Borno] had a fence, rooms and a kitchen….I had a good home, with
kitchen. I do not have a kitchen here’. [woman 32y, 7 children, husband has
motorcycle-taxi]
‘If the rain is falling, [as] we do not have kitchens, so we have to cook in the rains or
we leave the cooking and stay inside’. [woman 23y]

‘There is a very tight corner beside the house, where I store it [charcoal]. There was
a time I kept it outside and it rained. We had to spend the night without food’
[woman 25y]
‘After rain falls, the ground is always wet, making it difficult for any woman to finish
cooking. It takes longer time to cook. The children will be crying, while the father is
angry with the mother because of this .. Yes, when the child has not eaten the father
will be angry.’

Lived energy experiences among women in
IDP Durumi camp: Lighting
Lighting mostly by solar lanterns [otherwise just torch or phone light]
• Solar lanterns given to many households
• Value of lanterns strongly appreciated by women: ‘Honestly, the solar
lamp given to us helps a lot’
BUT
• Does not work if no sunshine [harmattan]
• Cases of theft when left outside in the sun to charge
‘I always wish to weave [caps] a lot in order to pay my bills, but when it
is dark, I cannot’ [woman, 25y]

Aisha’s story
• 35y widow, retails local perfume, 6 children living
with grandparents in remote Borno– hopes to
bring them to Abuja when she can afford to:
‘I used to buy fish and take to Maiduguri to
sell…until Boko Haram came and in and wiped away
all that…. We used to go to the forest to cut down
wood and bring it home… we had almost all we
needed … we had peace of mind and our life was
sweet. [now I use] the iron stove made for
charcoal… now we are under duress because there
is no light at all; we are just living.’

Social connections, obligations and trust relations in
an energy context: IDP Durumi
• Women often live close to family and friends from home area – social connections
and obligations still prevail
• Women regularly contrast energy problems here with life in home area [less rainy
and firewood was plentiful and cheap/free]
• Husbands are expected to purchase charcoal for household use if they have the funds
BUT most men are jobless so women have to find funds to buy fuel themselves
• Substantial evidence of borrowing/giving fuel [and money to buy fuel] between
households and genders: ‘if your sister does not have then she collects from you and
when you do not have you collect from her’
• When finished own cooking, women may:
• Take charcoal embers to neighbouring house
• Ask neighbour to come and use stove
• Offer neighbours a share of food cooked

IDP Neighbourliness
Because of the way we are living
peacefully with my neighbours, if I
have something that they are in
need of and they don’t have it, I
will give them…There was a time
when my neighbour’s husband
travelled. I realised they did not
cook [so] I decided to help and
give them firewood. [NB A gift,
not a loan] [man 38y]

Site 2: Kabusa

Lived energy experiences of Kabusa women: Cooking
• More established settlement with more energy options + greater income diversity
• Cooking fuel diverse/mixed use [i.e. more fuel stacking than in IDP camp]
Firewood

Charcoal

Kerosene

Gas

Benefits

• Cheapest fuel, especially for
Gwari
• Can use to cook large
quantities [commercial
cooks]

• Takes less storage
space than
firewood

• Easiest to use
• Very fast for cooking
• Less smoke
• Pot stays clean
• Fast water heating • Can now buy less than a
in the morning
canister – small
quantities

Disadvantages

• Smoke in eyes when cooking
‘it makes me teary or I can start
feeling dizzy’
• Theft if stored outside + gets
wet in rains
• Further to go to collect from
bush as city has expanded

• Scarce in rains
• Cost
• Slow to catch fire
• Quality issues –
need to be able to
identify good
quality
• Theft if outside
the house

• Difficult to transport
heavy cylinders
• Only afford one cylinder
so recharge issues
• Dangers re children
accessing bottles
• Cost

Lived energy experiences of Kabusa women: Lighting
• Grid electricity: now from private supply company
• Often main lighting source but intermittent + power surges – ‘the lights are
epileptic’!
• Connected houses charged for power even when no power
• Many householders disconnected due to non-payment of bills
• ‘When there is no light, water gets expensive’ [borehole pumps don’t work]

• Solar + battery-powered rechargeable lamps: purchased because of
unreliability of mains electric – but mostly owned by men
• Small generators: Running cost and noise issues

• Candles: Reported cause of house fires: ‘I forgot to put off the candle.. It
burnt all my belongings, my electricity wires…’

Ida’s story
• Cooked food [tuwo] seller, buys firewood from
local dealers in bulk – cooks in bulk, even in
rains. Marriage-migrant many years ago from a
village west of Abuja:
‘I was sleeping yesterday when they stole the
firewood… I overheard some noise, I woke my
husband up to hear the thief’s footstep [but he ran
away]………
[I know nothing about solar energy] because the
solar belongs to my husband I only saw him buying
[it] from outside’.

Social connections, obligations and trust relations in
an energy context: Kabusa
• Many women are marriage migrants from elsewhere - some readjustment of
women’s cooking energy on marriage due to Abuja’s high energy costs [e.g.
from gas to charcoal]
• Husbands expected to pay for energy if they have funds - may affect women’s
use
• People connect informally to households on the grid – supposed to then
contribute to house bill [but may not]
• Fuel borrowing occurs but pattern and scale of loans seemingly depends on
various intersecting factors e.g. gender, ethnicity, length of residence
‘Here no one borrows’ [Ibo male respondent]
More among women ‘because they are more trustworthy’ [Ibo male respondent]
‘I have to give them because they are my neighbours’ [woman tuwo seller – fire as a
religious obligation?]

Conclusion 1: How energy provisioning networks entangle,
constrain and deepen poor women’s marginalisation
• Energy a powerful lens for exploring changing gender and community relations
• Men expected to provide energy funds but many PU men unemployed, so
wives have to buy on credit or borrow in both PU settlements
• We’ve talked about cooking and lighting – another key issue is the
social/energy context in childbirth [need heated water for hot baths, heated
room, drinking/eating only hot ingredients]
• Threats of energy theft impinge on well-being in both PU settlements

Conclusion 2
• Much greater diversity of women’s experiences in Kabusa than in Durumi
• In poorest Kabusa households same problem as in IDP camp in rains - have to wake
children to eat in night [when charcoal/wood dry enough to cook with]
• Many young Kabusa marriage-migrants – often find energy adaptation hard initially
but adjust + may build small businesses over time, including in retail charcoal trade
• Energy provisioning networks entangle, constrain and deepen poor women’s feelings of
marginalisation, especially in Durumi IDP camp - cooking household food is particularly
central to many IDP women’s self-respect + often at core of feelings of discontent and
desire to go home

